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In regard to today's gospel lesson, someone has written, “Its texts like this one that make me 
believe that Jesus would not have made a very good parish minister.” Peterson's translation 
captures the problem well when he has Jesus asking, “Do you think I came to smooth things 
over and make everything nice? Not so. I've come to disrupt and confront!” We like for things 
to go smoothly and for everything to be “nice.” Don't we? I know that there are some out in the 
general population who thrive on conflict. You've probably known one or two. But I, like most 
of my colleagues in the ministry, are not among them. And you probably aren't either. 
 
We like things smoothed over and “nice.” It's considered a good inter-personal skill to be able 
to smooth things over with everybody and make things nice, maybe especially in a local 
church. So, I agree, Jesus wouldn't have made a very good parish minister. I mean just about 
every time he encountered a settled arrangement, he made a point of turning it on its head and 
unsettling it! I guess the problem was that the world had gone to hell in a hand-basket as far as 
he was concerned. And the thing was he didn't see the cause of that as being Rome, or the 
Jewish authorities, or certain cultural institutions, although all of those things were symptoms 
and vehicles that needed to be confronted and disrupted. 
 
I think the main cause of the state of things as Jesus saw it was that people were willing to 
settle for order and the predictability of the status quo at any price. There were those who 
would settle for the Pax Romana, the “peace” imposed by Roman law and force on all other 
conquered cultures and peoples, to make their lives smooth and perhaps even materially a little 
nicer. Now, there were others, like the Zealots and the Pharisees who had a different kind of 
order and in mind, one they thought was God's order that they would have liked to have seen 
imposed. And so, you might have expected them to have seen Jesus as their ally, and for Jesus 
to have seen them as such, but they didn't, of course and he didn't. 
 
He saw status quo type settling going on in their schemes for ordering life as well and was 
always quick to point them out. It was everywhere as far as Jesus was concerned. People were 
willing to settle for all kinds of external smoothing over of things for the sake of order and 
predictability in life. And that was a problem for Jesus. So, I guess we'd have to say we're a 
problem for Jesus, too. We, too, are willing to settle for so much less than the life God intends 
for us and for our world for the sake of predictability and keeping things within our comfort 
zone. And not only are we willing to settle for it, we'll even sacrifice for it! Go to war, work 60, 
70, 80 hour weeks. 
 
And we have barriers we carry around with us in church, too, so that we can try to keep the 
word God would speak to us tame and well within our comfort zones. As one set of regular 
church-going parents said when their daughter joined a Christian commune which was totally 
dedicated to living as and among and ministering to the poor, “We didn't intend to raise a 
fanatic!” No, we will settle for much less than a fire started on earth, a fire started in our hearts, 
the fire of God, the fire of the burning bush. We'll settle for far less than that. In fact, a lot of 
times we'll try to put that fire out. 
 
Garth Brooks recorded a song some years ago called, “Standing Outside the Fire.” 
 
It went in part, like this: 
 

    We call them cool 
    Those hearts that have no scars to show 
    The ones that never do let go 



    And risk the tables being turned... 
 
    We call them strong 
    Those who can face this world alone 
    Who seem to get by on their own 
    Those who will never take the fall 

 
And we do, don't we? That's so often exactly the way we think. How do we get past just 
wanting things to go smoothly and under control, the way we're used to, the ways we feel like 
we have control, at any price? We settle for a lot less than the life God intends for us and for 
the world!  
 
Friends, the good news is Jesus comes to start a fire on this earth, a fire in each one of us! Says 
Jesus, “I've come to change everything, turn everything rightside up...! Because he comes to 
bring the Kingdom of God! You know, try really living God's indiscriminate and endless 
compassion in society and in the world, or even just in your family for that matter, and see if it 
doesn't cause disruption and even division as Jesus spoke of here, when he was talking about 
families. Or, as one Quaker peace activist I know said: Try really working for peace and see if 
it doesn't cause strained relations and conflict. 
 
But, friends, this is good news. Jesus is calling us to order our lives according to the reality of 
God's compassion, that reality seen as the very season in which we live, as the very air that we 
breathe, as the true nature of the wind that cools our faces. Says Jesus, wake up!  “When you 
see clouds coming in from the west, (covering Massanutten Peak) you say, 'Storm's coming – 
and you're right. And when the wind comes out of the south, (you know, up from Alabama) you 
say, “This'll be a hot one – and you're right.” You know how to tell the weather, he says, “so 
don't tell me you” don't know how to tell the God-season in which you live and move and have 
your being. 
 
Jesus, indeed, comes to turn everything rightside up. Friends, here's the good news! We live in 
the season of Christ. The compassion, love and peace of Christ are the standard by which all of 
life is to be measured. And we in the church certainly should know that's the fire Christ came to 
bring. That's the fire he seeks over and over again to kindle in you and me! Says Jesus, “don't 
tell me you don't know that!” You know that! It's just time to live it! It's time to take a risk for 
the sake of the kingdom! Take a risk, step out beyond your comfort zone that Christ's fire might 
blaze in you in a new way. 
 
Start coming to Sunday School, or next week when we start it back up, start coming to Loaves 
and Fishes on Wednesday nights, commit yourself to fellowship and Bible study together with 
some fellow journeyers. Take a risk and let Christ light a fire in you, talk to Nancy Flory and 
sign up to be a mentor for an at-risk child in our Wednesday Walkers ministry, or commit to 
come help us pass out bottles of water to those picking up their kids after school in our Living 
Waters hospitality ministry.  
 
It's time to take a risk. Maybe the fire Christ is kindling in you is to start a men's ministry, or 
maybe it's just to share with your neighbors about the ways you experience God in nature, or in 
the life of this congregation or however. Where is Christ trying to light a fire in you or in your 
life? It's time to stop settling and stop putting out those fires, and to let them burn. The other 
verses of that Garth Brooks song go like this. 
 

    We call them fools 
    Who have to dance within the flame 
    Who chance the sorrow and the shame 
    That always comes with getting burned ... 



 
 
    We call them weak 
    Who are unable to resist 
    The slightest chance love might exist 
    And for that forsake it all 
 
    They're so hell bent on giving, walking a wire 
    convinced it's not living if you stand outside the fire. 
 
        refrain: 
        Standing outside the fire 
        Standing outside the fire 
        Life is not tried it is merely survived 
        If you're standing outside the fire 
 
        There's this love that is burning 
        Deep in my soul 
        Constantly yearning to get out of control 
        Wanting to fly higher and higher 
        I can't abide standing outside the fire 

 
Friends, may it be so for us, for you and for me. Fan the flames! And stand in the fire! 
 
Amen. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


